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1988 AMENDMENTS TO FIFRA - WHAT DO THEY MEAN? 
 
Late last year the US Congress passed, and President Reagan signed into law, amendments to 
FIFRA (Federal Insecticide Fungicide and Rodenticide Act) that will significantly affect the 
agricultural chemicals you can legally use in the future. The most important change will be the 
timetable for the re-registration process for all pesticides. On 31 May 1989, a meeting was held 
in Wilsonville, OR, attended by grower groups, University and ODA personnel, to discuss the 
implications of the new laws. Drs. Jim Witt and Ian Tinsley, Dept. of Agricultural Chemistry, 
OSU, organized the meeting. Much of the information presented below is taken from material 
presented at that meeting. 
 
The situation is this: All pesticides have been, or soon will be, assigned to one of 4 priority lists 
(List A, List B, List C, and List D). Compounds on List A are not subject to the accelerated 
timetable outlined below, but that is all we know so far. List A was published in the Federal 
Register on 16 Feb. 1989. Compounds on Lists B, C, D are subject to the timetable. 
 
List B has already been established and was published in the Federal Register on 24 May 1989. 
Lists C and D have not yet appeared but we can expect them this summer and fall. The new law 
says that a manufacturer has 90 days from the date of publication of the list in the Federal 
Register to notify the EPA that a particular compound/use on a list (B, C, or D) will be re-
registered. If the manufacturer decides not to defend a particular use, such as a minor use, then 
these "orphan" registrations will be published in the Federal Register as an "intent to cancel". If 
no one comes to their defense within 60 days, by notifying the EPA, their label will be cancelled. 
Confused? So is everyone else. 
 
Let's take a hypothetical example. "Swipe" insecticide is registered for use on cotton, soybeans, 
and outdoor ornamentals for control of certain lepidopterous larvae. The insecticide is important 
to these growers because no good alternatives exist. Swipe is assigned to List B that was 
published in the Federal Register on 24 May 1989. Within 90 days (by 24 August) the 
manufacturer of Swipe notifies EPA that it intends to re-register Swipe for cotton and soybeans 
but will not support re-registration for outdoor ornamentals because in their view the market is 
not large enough (a "minor use", by their definition). The outdoor ornamentals label is now 
considered by the EPA to be orphaned. A list of orphaned List B compounds, in our imaginary 
case including Swipe, would then be published in the Federal Register. After publication there is 
only 60 days for additional input from those interested in Swipe for use on outdoor ornamentals. 
After this 60 day period, if the EPA has not been notified of an intent to reregister Swipe for 
outdoor ornamentals, this label would be cancelled. 



 
The new laws will have the greatest impact on what the chemical industry considers "minor use" 
crops. Oregon produces 200 plus different crops commercially, most of which are considered 
minor use crops because the volume of chemical sales for any one crop is small. This is in 
contrast to, for example, a mid-western state that may produce only wheat, corn, and soybeans. 
 
The deadlines are such that most decisions on continuation of minor use registrations must be 
made within the next six to twelve months. So what should we do? DON'T PANIC. It is 
important, however, that materials that are important to your industry be secured if possible. You 
can best accomplish this by working through your commodity groups or grower associations 
(state and national) and in cooperation with your county extension agent. Dr. Jim Witt, 
Agricultural Chemistry Department, OSU, has prepared a step-by-step procedure for the 
registration process. We must act quickly, especially for those compounds on List B. 
 

 
Pesticide Use - Due to constantly changing laws and regulations, no liability for the suggested use of chemicals in 
this Newsletter is assumed by the ONW Newsletter. Pesticides should be applied according to label directions on the 
pesticide container.  
Permission to Reprint material appearing in the ONW Newsletter is granted with the request that you credit the 
source: Ornamentals Northwest Newsletter, date, volume, issue, page numbers. Do not excerpt or reprint in such a 
manner as to imply the author's endorsement or criticism of a product or concept.  
Nondiscrimination - The information in the Ornamentals Northwest Newsletter is provided with the understanding 
that no discrimination is intended and that listing of commercial products implies no endorsement by the authors. 
Criticism of products or equipment is neither intended nor implied.  
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